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RESPONSE TO WCC FAQ CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
Introduction
On 14th August 2015 Warwickshire County Council began the consultation period for the project now
known as “Getting West Nuneaton Moving: Bermuda Connection”.
Getting West Nuneaton Moving: Bermuda Connection is a proposed scheme which has been proposed
in order to tackle congestion in and around West Nuneaton by creating a direct 1.3mile highway link
between West Nuneaton and the Griff Roundabout.
To do this it will be required that a bridge across the A444 in Bermuda, Nuneaton, that has never been
opened to road traffic, will have to be opened to motor traffic in conjunction with changes to the
surrounding highway network to re-route large volumes of traffic.
In reality it will add further pinch points by adding a major traffic light controlled junction on Heath End
Road, at The Raywoods & at Bermuda Road in addition to the traffic lights currently at Tenlons Road. It
will encourage significant volumes of traffic travelling to & from the A444 to ‘rat run’ through
unsuitable narrow residential streets, and not just those in Bermuda, but all the surrounding estates.
This has been confirmed by recent traffic data obtained from Warwickshire County Council.
As part of the consultation a series of documents were published on line along including an electronic
version of the information booklet “Frequently Asked Questions”. A paper copy of this frequently asked
questions information booklet has also been distributed to 23,000 houses in the wider West Nuneaton
area (and since extended to Bedworth and Eastern Nuneaton) in order, we believe, to obtain a more
favorable outcome at the consultation.
Also as you will see from this published FAQ booklet this proposed Bermuda Connection scheme will
do nothing to ease congestion in the west of Nuneaton, on Heath End Road, The Raywoods,
Northumberland Avenue, Croft Road and the surroundings but will attract significant additional traffic
from further afield that currently doesn't currently travel through these areas as drivers are
encouraged to use the new route. Not only is this our belief but this has also been confirmed by traffic
modeling produced on behalf of Warwickshire County Council in relation to the Bermuda Connection
project.
All the responses that have been made in this document to the Warwickshire County Council’s
published FAQ booklet have been obtained by reviewing either the councils own reports &
documentation into this project, information freely available from public sources or information
obtained through freedom of information requests.
There is obvious misrepresentation of the Bermuda Connection scheme not only to the general public
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but also to Warwickshire County Councilors and the Cabinet Members who will make the decision as to
whether this project will go ahead yet do not appear to be being versed on the in-depth details & wide
ranging impacts.
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Overview

The Bermuda Bridge was never intended to take high volume Strategic road network traffic.
It was built under the Highways Act to provide farm & then coal board access over the A444 when the
A444 was constructed and severed existing bridleways and means of access from the Old Coventry
Road and Hill Top.
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It was never intended to be a through route which is demonstrated by its inadequate road cross
section for two way traffic (the consultation proposals have had to remove a footway to make space for
heavy goods vehicles).
Despite previous attempts to open it to vehicles it has NEVER been used for, or open to general traffic
as it was never fit for that purpose.
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What is Getting West Nuneaton Moving: Bermuda Connection

So far none of the plans have any form of mitigation to limit the impact of strategic “A road traffic”,
including large amounts of HGV’s, on local roads by way of traffic calming or signalised pedestrian
crossings within the residential areas (yet a Toucan crossing is deemed appropriate in a non-residential
area for the benefit of a few rail commuters early morning and early evening!)
It does however, despite the claims, make the local roads substantially more dangerous for residents,
children, vulnerable road users, those with a mobility impairment, pedestrians & cyclists by the
removal of a well-used pedestrian crossing on Heath End Road, Road which is on the heavily used walk
to school route to local schools (Glendale and Croft), and the significant narrowing or in some cases
removal of footways along Heath End Road, Bermuda Road and The Bridleway affecting safe walking
routes to local schools.
It also directly contravenes Warwickshire County Council’s own traffic policies:
•
•
•
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Minimise the impacts of transport on the built and natural environment
Continue to reduce the risk of death or injury due to accidents on the transport network
To improve the safety, security and health of people by reducing the risk of death, injury or
illness arising from transport, and by promoting travel modes that are beneficial to health;
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•
•

Reduce / minimise the number of areas declared as having poor air quality as a result of road
transport emission
Enhance well-being and sense of community by creating more opportunities for social contact
and better access to leisure activities and the natural environment

.

Previous promotional & business case material used to gain funding also included improvements to the
Griff roundabout/St Georges way junction which has not only been omitted from the FAQ
documentation but also the Scheme proposal documents. This can only be taken to mean that there
are to be no enhancements to this junction as part of this project which is reinforced by the Atkins
Linsig modelling reports from April 2015. It is also interesting to note that no linsig modelling has been
undertaken by Atkins for future years growth as the junctions would be unable to deal with the growth
in traffic.
This has not been reported to members of the public as it damages the bridge business case and
benefits but the original Outline Major Transport Scheme Business Case, Scheme for the A444 Corridor
Improvements – Coton Arches Roundabout to George Eliot Hospital from December 2013, showed that
this scheme could accommodate all local plan growth and more (it is VERY important to note that this
was clearly concluded without opening the bridge being considered).
This also goes against point 5.14 of the recommendations made in the councils Warwickshire County
Councils JMP Bridge Feasibility Study in April 2014 (see below):
5.14 - "The signalisation of the St Georges Way arm of Griff roundabout has also been reconsidered.
Again our view is that the signalisation can be justified on the basis of the effect of managing future
traffic demands from development, not all of which are included in the traffic model used for
analysis."
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Point 1.
The opening of this bridge will in NOT enhance a cycle and pedestrian route and will in fact make the
route worse. As mentioned in the overview section of this FAQ document currently ONLY pedestrians &
cyclists use this bridge.
For more information please see here: https://bermudabridge.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/briefingnote-cycling1.pdf
The bridge may not be in a good state of repair but this project proposes to remove a traffic free route
& replace it with one that will be used to funnel large volumes of strategic A Road traffic and high
volumes of HGV’s over it. This is not an enhancement to either cyclist or pedestrians. Especially when
the project also completely removes advisory on-street cycles lanes in each direction along St Georges
way and replaces it with one shared footway in only one direction which is a significant retrograde stop
for cyclists.
Making pedestrians share footways with cyclists on absolute minimum 3m wide shared footways is a
major conflict and safety risk, particularly at the many side roads along the route. The scheme also
narrows significantly a number of footways on Heath End Road, Bermuda Road, The Bridleway & St
Georges Way

This point was also made in the councils own JMP report which was completed at the start of this
project:
Table 6.3 -"The above analysis assumes that no new benefits accrue from the provision of the cycle
ways as these journeys can already be made, albeit in less than ideal conditions."
The Stage 1 Road Safety Audit (RSA 2199) for the scheme notes a number of concerns in regard to the
safety of pedestrians and cyclists, many of which have not been addressed in the consultation
proposals being presented to the public.
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Point 2.
Provision of parking for the Bermuda Park railway station was already included in the plans for the
Bermuda Park railway station which is an entirely separate project, passed in planning & built without
any requirement to have additional routes opened to it. There was also no objection submitted by WCC
on the grounds of any requirement for traffic access enhancements. The Bermuda Connection project
does not need to go ahead for the Bermuda Park train station to operate. See point 5.15 made in the
councils own JMP report.
5.15 - "The current proposed parking arrangements at the new Bermuda railway station comprises
some 31 on street marked parking spaces in St Georges Way. As the proposed bridge reopening will
change the nature of St Georges Way into a well-used through route it is appropriate that on-street
parking is removed where possible."

Interestingly the Bermuda Connection proposals show the removal of all but 8 of the new on-street
parking bays which is a scandalous waste of tax payers money.
Warwickshire County Council have also set precedents elsewhere within the county for providing
access to new rail stations and park and ride facilities without opening up rat runs through residential
areas at Coleshill Parkway (this station included construction of a brand new road bridge with
controlled access adjacent to a major industrial estate at Hams Hall –
See BBAG Precedent Guide https://bermudabridge.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/precedents-coleshillparkway.pdf

Point 3.
Road safety measures are sorely lacking thorough the residential areas. It is assumed that this is
because any there have been proposed ‘uncontrolled crossings’ which are essentially dropped kerbs &
textured paving slabs. Any road safety measures put in place would slow down traffic & therefor have
an impact on the cost benefit ratio of the Bermuda Connection project. This can be seen as putting
costs, profits & the before the safety of residents.
A number of pedestrian and road safety issues are picked up in the Stage 1 Road Safety Audit with 12
problems reported and a general recommendation that traffic calming should be installed along the
route along with additional residents parking as a consideration.
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This safety recommendation has clearly been ignored and has not been addressed in the consultation
plans.
Road Safety is being ignored despite the recommendations of road safety professionals.
It appears that Warwickshire County Council is valuing the business case more highly than the lives of
the residents of Nuneaton as the installation of traffic calming and designing the scheme to Design
Manual for Roads & Bridges standards would result in serious impact on the cost benefit ratio of the
scheme and lead to there being no business case for opening the bridge.
There is also the removal of a well-used controlled pedestrian crossing across Heath End Road which is
on a direct walking to school route, with the replacement being a crossing on the opposite site of the
junction.
Unfortunately for people to access this new proposed crossing they will need to cross in heavy
commuter traffic on Bermuda Road at a mini roundabout, which is itself not compliant with the Design
Manual for Roads & Bridges (DMRB) TD 54 07 Design of Mini Roundabouts, or on a blind corner on an
uncontrolled crossing within a set of traffic signals that are not compliant with TD 50/04 The Geometric
Layout of Signal-Controlled Junctions and Signalised Roundabouts.
Yet again more examples of Warwickshire County Council putting cost first and ignoring safety of
residents, pedestrians & cyclists.
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Traffic Congestion

Under the above header there are the following claims:

None of these roads are in the vicinity of the bridge. Assuming that any possibility of positive impact of
this project would be used it can be deduced that this scheme will do nothing to alleviate traffic
congestion in the local area, in fact it concurs with the statement from the councils own JMP report
which states that this project will draw additional traffic into the area.
The claim that this scheme will benefit Greenmoor Road by way of a reduction in Traffic is not
supported in the councils other document “Projected Impact On Traffic Volume with Bridge Open To
All Traffic Scenario” available to download as part of the consultation documents.
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This document shows Greenmoor Road as having a neutral impact (ie no gain or reduction in traffic) ,
despite the text noting that the road will actually see an increase in the two way combined traffic flow
of up to 125 vehicles as per the Paramics Traffic Model (see below)
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Improving Journey Times

As part of this promotional material it would seem that WCC are willing to & potentially will claim that
any part of Nuneaton will benefit from reduced journey times as a result of this scheme.
There is also NO information provided on the additional delay that will be suffered by vehicles using
Heath End Road at all times of day from two new sets of traffic signal controlled junctions or the
additional delay that will be encountered by the businesses along St Georges Way and vehicles at Griff
Island.
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The New Highway Link

There have been a number of main thoroughfare roads, which will incur a significant increase in
numbers of journeys, omitted from consultation documentation that will experience “Increase in
Traffic Flow”
The Raywoods:
This road forms a major part of the new proposed Junction at Heath End Road.
It runs directly from the point where the red Bermuda Road line (reflecting Major increase) turns into
an orange line (Slight increase) at the Heath End Road junction turning left & a green line at Heath End
Road junction turning right.
From this it can be deduced that the change in traffic volume at this point is due to high numbers of
vehicles running on to the Raywoods to rat run to the wider area.
It can also be assumed that if the Raywoods was on the illustrated Document it would have a red line
to illustrate a significant increase in traffic as, shown in the WCC traffic modelling data obtained as part
of a Freedom Of information request, with an increase of around 145 vehicle journeys between 7am &
8am peak time alone.
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Orkney Close:
Residential estate road that connects The Raywoods to Heath End Road. This will undoubtedly be used
as a rat run to avoid the major junction at the Raywoods/Heath End Road with increases in traffic not
demonstrated by WCC (see amended illustration below).
Radley Drive/Cornish Crescent:
Residential estate road that connects Bermuda Road to Heath End Road. This will undoubtedly be used
as a rat run to avoid the major junction at the Raywoods/Heath End Road with increases in traffic not
demonstrated by WCC (see amended illustration below).
Shillingstone Drive:
Residential estate road that connects Tenlons Road with Bermuda Road. This will undoubtedly be used
as a rat run to avoid the major junction at the Raywoods/Heath End Road with increases in traffic not
demonstrated by WCC (see amended illustration below).
Westbury Road:
Runs off Arbury Road directly at the point where the orange line (reflecting slight increase) turns into a
yellow line (Neutral). This can be deduced that the change in traffic volume at this point is due to high
numbers of vehicles turning on to Westbury Road to rat run to the wider area. It can also be assumed
that if Westbury Road was on the illustrated document it would have a red line to show a significant
increase in traffic as shown in the WCC traffic modelling data obtained as part of a Freedom Of
information request.

See below for illustration of the location of these omitted roads
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It is also worth noting the Stage 1 Road Safety Audit makes a recommendation to upgrading the Arbury
Road and Greenmoor Road junction to allow for the greater volume of road traffic. Again this
recommendation appears to have been ignored on budgetary grounds, again putting finance before
road safety.
The Outline Major Transport Scheme Business Case Scheme: A444 Corridor Improvements – Coton
Arches
Roundabout to George Eliot Hospital from December 2013 would have upgraded the Greenmoor Road
junction without changing traffic patterns across the whole of Nuneaton and would not have the
negative effects on residential areas that the Bermuda Connection has.
Cost consultancy work undertaken by the Bermuda Bridge Action Group has shown that the remainder
of the A444 corridor project (excluding Coton Arches which is now funded by a growth fund
settlement) could be delivered for the same capital cost as the Bermuda Connection.
It really is a no brainer to implement the full A444 upgrade instead of the Bermuda Connection.
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Environment

This is a very broad & sweeping statement of which no evidence to support it has been published.
The Environmental Impact Reports have yet to be completed. Assumptions are all based on draft
documentation.
Attempts have been made to obtain copies of the Environmental Impact Report through under
Environmental Information Regulations. However they have been denied as the information is in draft
and not complete.
The only thing that has been provided is traffic modelling from April 2015 which doesn't tie up with the
latest scheme proposals that appear to have lower junction capacity of that previously modelled earlier
this year, and provided by Warwickshire County Council.
As a result of this there are major concerns that the consultation conclusions based on out of date,
inadequate or incomplete data.
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The councils own JMP report clearly states the following:
3.51 - "Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will produce air and noise
pollution and increase roads accidents and congestion around the site. The development will also
affect residents of Nuneaton due to increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."
3.53 - "The development will generate and increase traffic volume in the area, as well as alter the
traffic composition on local roads, therefore Air Quality and Noise Assessment should be carried
out."
There has been no baseline noise monitoring carried out either on Bermuda Road or The Bridalway.
Despite continued requests for information on the environment surveys undertaken by Warwickshire
County Council there is no evidence of sufficient environmental work being undertaken by WCC to
make such a broad in scope statement.
We believe that the project has not addressed a number of essential surveys and demand that the data
is provided to support the statement issued to 23,000 homes that currently unfairly influence the
decision making of constituents at the public consultation.
To have a fair and equitable process the environmental statement should be retracted or the evidence
provided which needs to include the following for the residential areas of The Bridleway and Bermuda
Road:
-
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12 month baseline air quality data (the 12 month period is the recognised industry best
practice period and clearly has not been followed by the project team)
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-

Air quality prediction modelling to assess the project at junction level and for householders
along the new route
Baseline airbourne noise data
Feelable Vibration predictions based upon opening and future year traffic flows including
committed development
Groundbourne vibration predictions based upon opening and future year traffic flows
Predicted Noise contours mapped for all residential properties along the 1.3km link and
parallel streets.
Pollutant concentration mapping within 200m of the new link road

It is safe to assume that a route which is currently a no through route, that is then opened up to
significant volumes of strategic traffic, will be subjected to significant increase in noise & vibration
regardless of what mitigating factors are put in place.

This again is not true as a Warwickshire County Councils JMP Bridge Feasibility Study in April 2014
reported the potential for this project to have a significant impact on human health with the disruption
of landfill materials.
This should be addressed before any progression of the scheme as if the scheme does get passed by
Warwickshire County Council Cabinet there will be no requirement for Warwickshire County Council to
address any of these issues.
The report clearly states the following:

3.45 - "The composition of Bermuda Landfill site comprise of household, commercial and special
waste. The likely range of problems that might occur at the site includes:
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Biodegradable materials such as household waste, produce flammable and asphyxiant
gases:,
During the decomposition of deposited material, landfill gases are produced such as: carbon
dioxide, hydrogen, methane which are flammable
Some waste can contain toxic or chemically aggressive substances that interact with water or
other waste to produce toxic materials,
Despite Bermuda landfill being an older site, it does not mean biodegradation has started or
permanently ceased; old sites could be activated by disturbance caused by construction and
gas production could be started or reactivated; this can cause emission of toxic gases to the
atmosphere;
Site engineering may affect the impact of a site on its environment e.g. changes in
groundwater,
contamination of ground water;

3.56 - "It should be highlighted that inappropriate site use could cause contamination of land, air and
ground water thus it can significantly impact on human health"
As a result of the above the following should be made available as part of the consultation:
-
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Ecological reports
Ground Contamination Reports & Remediation Strategy
Geotechnical Desk Study
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It is also now been shown that WCC intend to not only run significant volumes of traffic around the
Univar Chemical storage facility, which is classified as one of the most dangerous sites in Warwickshire,
but will be undertaking the movement of the road which runs directly around the Univar plant taking
the road closer to the Univar facility & therefore increasing the risk of accident & chemical
contamination.

In addition it is proposed to open up a junction out of the Univar facility just after a blind bend, with an
uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point on the junction & before the approach ramps to the bridge (see
illustration below) increasing further the risk of vehicle collision & chemical contamination.
To illustrate this please try to envisage what would happen if a speeding HGV failed to stop & there was
a collision on or around the Univar Property.
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Other environmental impacts that have not been taken into consideration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Risk to children at play in their front gardens or going to school or the park.
Removal of a safe (by comparison) pedestrian & cycle route along the entire proposed new
route.
Significant increase in traffic volume leading to Community Severance.
The speed and volume of traffic are likely to lead to a significant increase in the rates of people
being killed or seriously injured in the community.
Significant increase in the number of heavy goods vehicles.
Significant increase in noise and vibration.
Increase in traffic emissions and reduction in local air quality affecting all residents but in
particular young children and many senior citizens.
Constrained capacity being released leading to additional traffic, negative air quality and
pollution impacts on the entire length of Heath End Road.
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Proposed Programme of A444 Corridor Improvements in
Nuneaton

The A444 Corridor improvement programme & the Bermuda Connectivity Project (as the Bermuda
Connection was originally branded) did not form part of the same scheme & were originally 2 separate
business cases seeking funding independently of one and other.
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The Bermuda Connection scheme was only adopted into the A444 corridor improvement programme
once funding had been obtained.
It is also worth noting that the Bermuda Connectivity Project was turned down on 2 previous attempts
at obtaining funding. In addition WCC have confirmed that a full WebTAG assessment of alternative
options has not been considered in line with best practice for obtaining Department for Transport
funding.

Funding for the Bermuda Connection Project has been granted as £3.2million from grants made to
WCC & £0.5 million in grant monies made to Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council. This project will
cost significantly more than £3.7 million with the shortfall coming from public funds out of the
Warwickshire County Council transport budget as confirmed in Cabinet recommendation iv of the
Capital Growth Fund – Bermuda Connectivity Cabinet Report (9th October 2014)
The A444 Corridor improvements is a scheme already tabled that will significantly reduce the issue of
traffic in the whole of the town and, as it is improving the existing main strategic route in the town,
there is no negative impact on residential areas and the scheme does not change existing traffic
patterns thereby avoiding the creation of new commuter rat runs along residential streets.
We have continued to campaign that the current program of works should be reversed in order with
the A444 Griff Way Improvements undertaken first and then opening the Bermuda Bridge looked at
only if deemed necessary at a later point once the impact of the A444 Corridor Improvement scheme is
fully understood.
If WCC's own initial A444 Corridor Improvements business case is correct (which does not include the
bridge), there would then be no need to spend public funds on the bridge once these improvements
are implemented as quoted from the business case which includes improvements to the Heath End
Road / Greenmoor Road junction.
"The scheme achieves its primary objective of addressing all queuing and congestion issues on the
A444 corridor at this location. Additionally, the scheme provides capacity for NBBC Local Plan growth
over the plan period (up to 2028). The scheme also has sufficient capacity to accommodate
significant further growth".
The A444 Corridor scheme is not being publicised either in conjunction with, or, as an alternative to
the Bermuda connection scheme therefore people are not being given the chance to opt for a more
suitable scheme.
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Readers of the above may have assumed that the proposal of works is shown in chronological order &
unless the initial Bermuda Connection phase is complete the rest cannot/will not follow.
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This is misleading and should not be included in this consultation as it is not & has not been promoted
as part of the Bermuda Connection scheme.
Whilst it is argued by WCC that the Bermuda Connection cannot be viewed in isolation it can also be
said that in no way does any of the above other schemes, which form the A444 Corridor Improvement
program of works, depend on the Bermuda Connection scheme going ahead.
It is also noted that the improvements to the Griff Roundabout at St Georges Way have now not been
included in the Bermuda Connection Program of works. It is safe to assume that it has been included in
the ‘Improvements to Griff Roundabout’ element of the A444 Improvement Programme even though
the business case that received funding for the Bermuda Connection included improvements to the
Griff Roundabout at St Georges Way in order to allow the volume of traffic which is expected to use the
new route to flow out onto the Griff Roundabout in a safe & controlled manner.

The Councils own JMP Report also states:
5.14 - "The signalisation of the St Georges Way arm of Griff roundabout has also been reconsidered.
Again our view is that the signalisation can be justified on the basis of the effect of managing future
traffic demands from development, not all of which are included in the traffic model used for
analysis."
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The above mentioned “Arbury Estate link road proposals” have nothing to do with the Bermuda
Connection Scheme.
The Arbury Estate Link Road It's a theoretical road that might happen on a development that does not
exist & there are no plans for any developer to build it.
As such it should not be included in any consultation documentation such as this where by alluding to
it’s existence or potential creation is exceptionally misleading.
People may opt for the Bermuda Connection on the misguided understanding that this will bring about
the building of the much needed relief road on Arbury Estate land.
It is stated in point 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 of the Warwickshire County Council report “Capital Growth Fund –
Bermuda Connectivity Cabinet Report (9th October 2014)” that Warwickshire County Council would
seek to use developer contributions to refund the Bermuda Connection costs which means these costs
will then not be available to pay for the aforementioned Arbury Estate Link Road - i.e. the link road will
never happen. (see quotes below)
3.4.3 The question of the forward funding of infrastructure and whether developers should be paying
back some of the up-front costs remains a live issue. One of the key outcomes from the scheme is
improved accessibility for in excess of 1,000 new homes and Corporate Board believe there should be
further consideration as to whether and to what extent some of the up-front investment can/should
be reimbursed as part of planning conditions rather than requiring use of scarce Council resources.

3.4.4 It is therefore recommended that further advice be sought to explore the possibility of
reimbursement through developer contributions.
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No Real Alternative

Alternative 1. It is said that opening the gated roads would “incur a high risk of causing more noise,
pollution and disturbance to local residents” yet previously in the FAQ document it is stated that these
will not be issues in the Bermuda Connection Scheme.
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If causing “disturbance, pollution & noise” is a consideration to the homes on the “Flowers Estate” (the
estate that would also be affected if the gated roads are opened) and is cited as a reason not to open
the gated road, why then is it not a consideration to the much wider areas of Nuneaton that will be
adversely affected by the Bermuda Connection?
Alternative 2. As mentioned previously The Arbury estate link road has nothing to do with this project,
in fact it does not exist & there are no plans for any developer to build it.
It's a theoretical road that might happen on a development that does not exist and as such should not
be included in any consultation documentation as alluding to it’s existence or potential creation is
exceptionally misleading.
People may opt for the Bermuda Connection on the misguided understanding that this will bring about
the building of the much needed relief road on Arbury Estate land.

The statement ‘No Real Alternative’ is exceptionally misleading.
Back on the 17th February 2015 Warwickshire County Council confirmed that "The proposed Bermuda
Connectivity Project is solely focused on the improvement of the existing bridge over the A444 and
opening it to traffic in conjunction with complementary highway enhancements. Therefore, no
alternative route options have been considered."
This is self-explanatory and is a statement made during the development of the latest proposals
therefore the statement in the FAQ booklet which suggests that WCC have considered other options is
simply untrue.
There is no mention in this section of the consultation material of the A444 Corridor improvements (as
per the original business case without the inclusion of the Bermuda Connection Scheme), that could be
promoted as a viable alternative to the Bermuda Connection Scheme & the opening of the Bermuda
Bridge.
The following has been taken from the original business case of the A444 Corridor improvements:
3.2.8 - "The proposed scheme is designed to address existing congestion problems and related safety
concerns by reducing vehicle delays at key pinch points on the approach to and from Nuneaton town
centre and to facilitate significant future employment and housing growth as set out in Nuneaton
and Bedworth Borough’s Local Plan."
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3.2.9 - "Benefits in terms of congestion relief should be realised immediately upon scheme
completion.
3.2.10 - "WDC Local Plan growth equates to approximately 7,900 houses and 62.5Ha of employment
land. The Joint Housing Market Assessment provides the current best estimate, this suggest these
figures could be significantly more. The proposed SEP scheme provides sufficient capacity to
accommodate Local Plan growth, but it also has capacity to enable significant further growth."
3.6.5 - "The scheme achieves its primary objective of addressing all queuing and congestion issues on
the A444 corridor at this location. Additionally, the scheme provides capacity for NBBC Local Plan
growth over the plan period (up to 2028). The scheme also has sufficient capacity to accommodate
significant further growth.
4.1.3 - "The scheme opens up the area for housing and employment growth in line with NBBC Local
Plan and provides significant capacity beyond this identified growth."
4.2.1 - "Planned outcomes in terms of reduced congestion and safety improvements will be realised
immediately upon completion of the scheme."
4.2.3 - "WCC will continue to monitor access to sustainable modes of travel to local employment sites
and will help support and encourage mode shift."

The A444 Corridor Improvements are improvements to the existing strategic highway network and will
therefore have little or no negative impact on residences throughout the area unlike the Bermuda
Connection which has high negative impact on many residences in the west of Nuneaton.
The A444 Corridor improvement program also accounts for capacity above and beyond the year 2028
taking into consideration the planned growth at the time of writing PLUS capacity for significant further
growth. The Bermuda connection does not.
These upgrades to the existing network should be put forward as a real alternative to the Bermuda
connection scheme and at the very least should be done as the primary upgrades to the highway
network rather than the Bermuda Connection scheme.
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The Bermuda Connection (Bermuda Connectivity Project) Growth fund Business case stated that
1.1 “The Strategic Economic Plan highlights that around 4,000 new jobs will be created through
further development of the Bermuda Park employment site. However, the Strategic Economic Plan
predicts there is a risk that only just over 1,000 of the new jobs would actually materialise, if
complementary measures such as improvements to local highway network to enhance connectivity
are not delivered”.
To portray that there will be 4000 jobs as a direct result of opening the Bermuda Bridge is totally
unrealistic.
It is again very misleading as the comment made is not specific just to the opening of the bridge but
rather the conclusion that improvements to the local highway network (i.e., the entire surrounding
area/A444 Corridor) will provide economic benefit to the area.
We can assume that the opening of the Bermuda Bridge is not needed for employment opportunities
in the area as there has been several large scale employment expansions in the area without the need
for the Bermuda Connection Scheme.
Locally based business (Bermuda Road Industrial Estate) RCI have recently expanded significantly by
taking on over 100 new staff.
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Planning application (application reference: 033392 (Planning)
Holland & Barratt (Elliot Business Park) was approved by Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council, (with
no objection on highways grounds submitted by WCC) on 11/08/2015.
This application is to provide a new extension building & parking facilities on the Holland & Barrett site
which will eventually lead to the creation of 300 new jobs. It was also stated at the planning application
meeting that Holland & Barratt did not need the Bermuda Connection Scheme to go ahead in order for
this expansion to take place as it would happen regardless of the outcome of the Bermuda Connection
consultation.
It was also recently (Friday, June 19) announced that NBBC are moving their St Marys Road depot to a
new purpose built facility on the Bermuda Business Park.
Alan Franks, Managing Director of Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council has said:
“It has been recognised that a new operational depot, located in the Bermuda Industrial Estate,
would make much more operational and strategic sense."
Mr Franks also stated that moving the depot from its existing location would lead to an “improvement
of the quality of life for the residents of St Mary's Road and the immediate area, fuel savings and
that the new site would be without an initial maintenance requirement.”
As they have moved an existing depot away from the residential area it was in we can assume there is a
want to not then have NBBC traffic routed through further residential areas so they are not anticipating
the opening of the Bermuda Bridge or relying on the Bermuda Connection to be passed at planning in
order to maintain operations from the new depot.
We have also received a letter from the Coventry & Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership who
have stated that the figure for job creation should the Bermuda Connection scheme take place is
around 200, none of which are directly linked to opening the Bermuda Bridge.
This was received quite some time before the above mentioned employment opportunities were
announced so we can state that the more realistic figure of 200 jobs has been surpassed without the
need for the Bermuda Connection Scheme being undertaken.
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There is also clear misrepresentation of the above claim that this project will have a positive impact on
property prices in the area.
While the findings of the University of Southampton Gateway to Prosperity report does state that
opening a new rail station leads to potentially higher house prices if there is a link from existing
properties to the new station, it is taking into account that there is an existing link in service & NOT
that there will be the opening of a new link which will funnel large volumes of traffic into & through
residential areas.
Any positive impact that would have been seen as a result of the new Bermuda Park train station
opening will be negated by the Bermuda Connection Scheme.
If we take the example of the impact on property prices that has been had as a result of opening the
Rugby Western Relief Road where by property prices in the vicinity of the relief road have benefited
from the removal of up to 79% of traffic from local roads (as quoted from a press statement made by
Cllr Peter Butlin) It can then be surmised that there will be a negative impact on property value if, as in
the case of some roads in West Nuneaton, traffic volume is increased by 100’s of percent, as will
happen if the Bermuda Connection Scheme goes ahead.
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The scheme is also seeing a financial contribution of £500,000 from grant monies obtained by
Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council.
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